
Cenocco 5 in 1 Interchangeable Curler Set

Cenocco CC-9035: 5 in 1 Interchangeable Curler Set

Manufacturer: Cenocco Beauty
Reference:CC-9035

Description:
Cenocco Beauty CC-9035: 5 in 1 Interchangeable Curler Set

 

 

 

Enjoy the luxury of elegant curls and charming woven waves with the  Cenocco CC-9035: 5 in 1 Interchangeable Curler Set.
This offers a five different clipless tourmaline ceramic barrel to accommodate your preferred shapes and size of curling style
and beautifully creating a natural look. This ceramic barrel also has a beneficial technology that helps the moisture intact
from your hair and protect it cuticle leaving your hair safe while doing the styling. It has a frizz-free feature making your
hair's texture silky smooth. Replacing the ceramic heads is easy since it is equipt with an easy release push button.  A high-
quality component mechanism ensures turbo heating that will automatically have the unit ready which varies into two
different temperature option that ranges from 150? to 210?. The option "1" provides are for fine and soft hair while the
option "2" is for thick and unmanageable hairs.  The tangle-free cord is 5 meters and the curler unit's base can swivel 360°
for easy usability. The curler set handle is made up of PET plastic which is safe and eco-friendly. This also came with heat-



resistant gloves for safe switching of curler barrels. Experience the endless styling options of hairdressing salon from your
own home and have a lavishing and dazzling look.

Features: 

Interchangeable 5 in 1 ceramic curler set High-quality tourmaline  ceramic barrel Easy to Replace Curler Barrel with easy
release button 2 Temperature Settings - Middle & High 60 Minute auto shut-off 360 Swivel cord for easy usability 5
Clipless interchangeable curler set High-quality components ensure turbo heating Easy to store  Includes glove to prevent
burns while replacing 09-18mm for tight spiral curls 19-19mm for smooth tight curls 19-25mm for full curls defines waves
25-25mm for  medium loose curls 32-32mm for large voluminous curls

Specifications:

Brand name: Cenocco Beauty Color: Black Barrel Material: Tourmaline Ceramic Handle Material: PET plastic Heating
Method: PTC heating Heat-Up Time: 15-30 seconds  Cord Lenght: 5 meters Temperature Setting: High - 210?(410?)  &
Medium - 150?(302?) Power:85w/50-60Hz Voltage:100-240V Weight: 0.80kg Dimensions:39cm x 12cm x 6cm

EAN : 5846241455606

ISBN : 85163200

Weight : 0.80 Kg

Volume : 0.00281 m3

(L x l x H) : 39.00 cm x 12.00 cm x 6.00 cm

Box 20  units

Pallet 360  (Units)

Box dimensions 50 x 40 x 33
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